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Abstract 
Klingler, L., Commutative group rings of finite representation type. Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 80 (1992) 159-176. 
Let d,, denote the localization (but not the completion) of the integers at the prime p. Then, for 
finite groups G, the group ring L,,G has finite representation type if and only if the p-Sylow 
subgroups of G are cyclic of order at most p’. In this paper, we determine the possible ranks of 
indecomposable E,,G-lattices for finite abelian groups G for which L,,G has finite representation 
type. In particular, for such groups G. we show that every indecomposable E,,G-lattice can be 
embedded as a sublattice of L,,G’J’, but not, in general, as a sublattice of iZ,,G’“. 
1. Introduction 
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K, and let A be an R-order in 
the separable K-algebra A = A, CD. . . CI3 A ,I, where each A, is simple. We say that 
A has finite representation type if there are only finitely many isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable A-lattices. 
By a theorem of Jones [6], the R-order A has finite representation type if and 
only if, for each maximal ideal ‘Jc of R, the ‘$-adic completion A, has finite 
representation type. The proof, as given in [2, Theorem 33.21, relies on the fact 
that any subsemigroup of the additive semigroup C of t-tuples of nonnegative 
integers has only finitely many minimal elements. Here t is the total number of 
isomorphism classes of indecomposable lattices at the (finitely many) completions 
of A which are not maximal orders. (Of course, each coordinate of C corresponds 
to an isomorphism class of indecomposable lattices over one of these completions 
of A.) Although this proof shows that there are only finitely many isomorphism 
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classes of indecomposable lattices in this case, and hence there is a bound on their 
‘size’, it gives no clue as to how many isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
A-lattices there are, or how large these indecomposables might be. In general, 
this is a very difficult question. 
As a measure of the size of A-lattices, we define the rank of the A-lattice M 
(denoted by rank(M)) to be the n-tuple (rw,, . . , a,,) of nonnegative integers 
such that ct, is the length of the A,-module A, . (K CXIR M). (Note that, if ,4 is 
commutative, then the integers CX,, . , a,, are just the ranks of M at the minimal 
primes of A.) As is shown by examples in [5] and 171, given a class of R-orders of 
finite representation type, there might be no uniform bound on the ranks of 
indecomposable lattices for R-orders in the class. On the other hand, [lo] shows 
that, if G is a cyclic group of square-free order, then every indecomposable 
BG-lattice embeds as a sublattice of ZG, so that there is a uniform bound on the 
‘size’ of ZG-lattices for such groups G. As a second example, [l] shows that, if A 
is a commutative R-order of finite representation type, and if M is an indecom- 
posable A-lattice of constant rank (cr, a. . , a), then a 5 39. 
In this paper we show that, if G is a (finite) abelian group and p is a rational 
prime such that Z,]G is of finite representation type (where Z,, denotes the 
localization, not the completion, of Z at the prime p) then every indecomposable 
B,>G-lattice embeds as a sublattice of Z,,GCJ’. Depending on the prime p and the 
exponent of G, there might exist an indecomposable Z,G-lattice which cannot be 
embedded as a sublattice of Z,,G(“’ (see Theorem 3.5). 
In Section 2 we describe commutative group rings Z,,G of finite representation 
type as direct sums of pullbacks of certain semilocal principal ideal domains. We 
also describe the completions of these pullbacks and quote the appropriate results 
from [3] to obtain a description of indecomposable lattices over the completion 
p,,G. In Section 3 we use the results of Section 2 for the completion z,,G together 
with an intricate combinatorial argument to determine the possible ranks of 
indecomposable Z,,G-lattices. In Section 4 we give two examples to show that 
both the assumption that G is abelian and the use of the local coefficient ring Zp 
are necessary in order to obtain this uniform bound. Our first example shows that, 
for any integer n, we can find a prime p and a (nonabelian) group G of 
square-free order such that Z,>G has an indecomposable lattice that cannot be 
embedded as a sublattice of Z,>G . (“) Our second example shows that, for any 
integer n, we can find a cyclic group G of cube-free order such that ZG has an 
indecomposable lattice that cannot be embedded as a sublattice of ZG’“‘. 
2. Commutative group rings 
If y1 is a positive integer, we let <,, denote a primitive complex nth root of unity. 
We begin with a description of commutative. rational group algebras. 
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Proposition 2.1. Zf G is a finite abelian group, then QG r @ CI!( i,u,), where H 
ranges over the set of all cyclic subgroups of G. 
Proof. This is a special case of [ 11, Theorem 11. 0 
As an immediate corollary, we get a description of the integral group ring in 
certain local cases. 
Corollary 2.2. Zf p is prime and G is 
prime to p, then Z,,G~$E,([,,,), 
subgroups of G. 
a finite abelian group with order relatively 
where H ranges over the set of all cyclic 
Proof. By [12, Theorem 41.11, Z,,G is a maximal order in QG, and clearly 
- /7-, 
W Z,,( J,,,) is the unique maximal Z,,-order in W Q( i,,,). The corollary is then 
immediate from the proposition. 0 
Beginning with an abelian group G and a prime p, we can write G as the direct 
product of a subgroup Q with the p-Sylow subgroup P of G. Then, using the 
corollary, Z,,G s Z,,Q Bz Z,P z $Z,,( 5,u,)P, where H ranges over the cyclic 
subgroups of G of orderPrelatively prime to p. Clearly we can work with one 
summand at a time. So, let R be the ring Z’,,( [,,) for some integer n relatively 
prime to p. (In fact, we could take R to be any integral extension of Z,, in which p 
is unramified, but we do not need this generality here.) We consider the integral 
group ring RP for some abelian p-group P. 
By [2, Theorem 33.61, RP has finite representation type if and only if P is cyclic 
of order at most p’. First we consider the case where P is cyclic of order p, the 
trivial case having been handled by Corollary 2.2. 
Proposition 2.3. With notation as above, where P = (x) is cyclic of prime 
order p, the group ring RP is isomorphic to the pullback R = {(a,,, a,) E 
R@R(l,) 1 f,(d =g,(~~))~ where f, : R + RlpR is the canonical map, and 
g, : R(&,)+Rl p R h ts t e map induced by g,( <,,) = 1 + pR. 
Proof. The isomorphism 0 : RP+ 0 is induced by O(x) = (1, c,,). That 8 is in fact 
an isomorphism onto is well known, and depends only upon the fact that p is 
unramified in R, so that R n Z,,( i,) = Z,,. See, for example, [S, Example 
1.11. q 
Since p is unramified in R, the factor ring RlpR is a direct sum of fields, and 
hence RP is a Dedekind-like ring in the sense of [9]. Also from [9] we get the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 2.4. With notation as above, where P is cyclic of prime order p, the 
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isomorphism classes of indecomposable RP-lattices consist of R, R( c,), and 
pullbacks of R and R(<,>) mapping onto nontrivial summands of RlpR. In 
particular, every indecomposable RP-lattice can be embedded as a sublattice of 
RP. Cl 
The interesting case, then, is the case where the p-Sylow subgroup P is cyclic of 
order p’. For the remainder of this section we assume that P is cyclic of order p’. 
Proposition 2.5. With notation as above, with P = (x) of order p2 and P = 
P/(x”>, the ring RP is isomorphic to the pullback A = ((a, CQ) E 
RP CI3 R( {,I~) ( f,(o) = g2(ay,)}, where fz : RF-+ RPlpRP is the canonical map, and 
g, : R( <++ RPlpRP is the map induced by gz( <,,z) = X + pRP. 
Proof. The isomorphism 19 : RP-+ A is induced by e(x) = (X, lpL). That 8 is an 
isomorphism onto follows easily, as above, from the argument in [S, Example 
1.11. 0 
Let us introduce some of the notation of [3]. Let &,, r, , and F, be hereditary 
R-orders, where R is a semi-local principal ideal domain with radical 3, and 
suppose that there are maps f, : I;,-+&,/rad 4, = &,lZ&, and g, : r,+ 
F,/rad F, ^- &,/i-ad <,. Let R be the pullback of the maps f, and g,; that is, 
fl = I(%, ‘Y,)E r;,@r, I f,(%) = SI(%)) 
Suppose also that, for some integer n, there are maps f2 : R * R/3”.fl and 
g, : r2-+ F,/(rad F,)” G R/Z”R. Let A be the pullback of fi and g?_, so that 
A = {(a, Lyz) E n@r, ) f(a) = gz(c&)}. w e call A a special quasi-triad. Combin- 
ing Propositions 2.3 and 2.5, we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.6. With notation as above, where P = (x) is cyclic of order p2, the 
order RP is isomorphic to the special quasi-triad constructed from R, R( <,), and 
R( L,z), where f, : R+ RIpR is the canonical map, g, : R( <,)- RlpR is the map 
induced by g,( [,,) = 1 + pR, f2 : RP + RPipRP is the canonical map (identifying 
RP with the pullback R of the maps f, and g, ), and g, : R( {,,z)+ 
RPlpRP E R( S,,Z) l(rad R( [,,z))” is the canonical map. 
Proof. We need only check that RPipRP g R( {,z) l(rad R( <,l))“. This is done in 
[4, Proposition 4.41. Cl 
In our notation, the ring R = Z,,( l,,) need only be semi-local. Because the 
results of [3] apply to special quasi-triads over complete discrete valuation rings, 
we conclude this section by examining the completions of RP at the maximal 
ideals of R. Since the prime p is assumed to be unramified in R, we have that the 
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radical of R is given by ci=pR=‘$,.. . .‘qg for some distinct maximal ideals 
?Q,, . . . , %\x of R. Moreover, the prime p is totally ramified in Z( 5,) and Z(~,Z), 
so that each $4, is totally ramified in R( lpb> and R( lp2). Let ‘121 be the maximal 
ideal of R( l,]) containing Vi, and let ‘$y be the maximal ideal of R( ip?) 
containing ‘* 1. 
Now, the p-adic completion of RP is given by k,,P z @,“=, k,,P. Also, 
RipR z@fp=, RI%,, so that (k/p!?),,? RIVE. Similarly, 
so that 
From [4, Proposition 4.21 we get the following description of the p-adic comple- 
tion of RP. 
Proposition 2.7. With notation as above, where P is cyclic of order p2, the p-adic 
completion k,P z @PC, k, P, where each fi,,P is the special quasi-triad con- 
structed from k,,, i?( [p)V; ,’ and k( <p~)VY formed by the maps 
3. Indecomposable Z,G-lattices 
Throughout this section we let A denote the special quasi-triad described in 
Corollary 2.6, where R = T&( [,) for some integer n relatively prime to p. (That 
is, A is an indecomposable summand of the group ring Z,G, where G is an 
abelian group with cyclic p-Sylow subgroup of order p2, and with a cyclic 
subgroup of order n.) Writing pR = ‘$, . . . . 
that the p-adic completion hII G @p=, &, , 
. ‘$,, from Proposition 2.7, we get 
where each &+ is a special quasi-triad 
constructed from the ‘q,-adic completions ki, , i?( {,)*. , and A( {,z)~,,. 
As in the Introduction, given a &, -lattice h, we write rank(M) = (&, a), , a,), 
where (Y(, is the rank of fi, . M as a free &,-lattice, IX, is the rank of A( {,,)Vi * M 
as a free i( l,,)y(;-lattice, and LYE is the rank of & cp~)Bz, . M as a free &l,~),,- 
lattice. If M is a A-lattice, clearly rank(&,,) is the same for all of the ‘$,-adic 
completions A, , 1~ i 5 g; we define rank(M) to be this rank. From [3, Theorem 
1.91, we record ‘the possible ranks of indecomposable As -lattices. 
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Proposition 3.1. If p = 2, then, for euch index i, the possible ranks of indecompos- 
able &,-lattices are (l,O,O), (0, l,O), (O,O, l), (1, l,O), (l,O, l), (0, 1, 1) and 
(1, 1, 1). If p > 2, then, in addition to the above list of possible ranks, A\lt, has 
indecomposable lattices of rank (2, 1, 1). Cl 
One of our main tools is the following standard fact. (See, for example, [12, 
Theorem 4.261.) 
Proposition 3.2. Let S be some subset of {1,2, . . . , g} and suppose that M, is a 
A, -lattice for each index i E S. Then there exists a A-lattice M such that k, z M, 
for’ each index i E S if and only if rank( M,) is the same for all indices i E h. 0 
For ranks cz = (q,, (Y,, W) and /3 = ( p,,, p, , &), we write cy 5 p if q 5 Pk for 
k = 0,1,2, and we write (Y < /3 if (Y 5 p and I_I # p. 
Corollary 3.3. For each nonzero triple of integers /3 < rank(M), the A-lattice M 
has a summand of rank p if and only if, for all indices i, 1 5 i I g, the Q,-adic 
completion A,, has a summand of rank p. 
Proof. Since R is semi-local, given A-lattices M, N,, and Nz, we have ME 
N, CD N7 if and only if A,, z (A,), @(@z)‘l for each maximal ideal q, of R. The 
result now follows immediately frdm Propdsition 3.2. 0 
Combining Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.3, we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.4. The order A has an indecomposable lattice of rank cy if and only if, 
for each index i, 1 I i 5 g, we can write (Y as a sum p,,, + . . . + /3 ,,,, I, of some 
sequence of ranks from Proposition 3.1, in such a way that, for each nonzero 
fl < CY, there exists an index i for which p is not a sum of some sub-sequence of 
Pi.,> . . ’ ’ Pm. q 
Our main result is to determine the possible ranks of indecomposable A- 
lattices. The surprising fact is that there is a bound on the rank of indecomposable 
A-lattices, independent of the number g of maximal ideals of R. 
Theorem 3.5. With notation as above, where p is prime and pR = q, . . . . . q,, let 
X be an indecomposable A-lattice. 
(i) Zf p = 2 and g = 1, then rank(X) is one of (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, l), 
(1, 1, 0), (1, 0, l), (0, 1, l), or (1, 1, 1). (In particular, X embeds in A.) In 
addition, A has indecomposable lattices of each of these ranks. 
(ii) Zf p > 2 and g = 1, then either rank(X) is one of the ranks in (i), or 
rank(X) = (2, 1,l). (In particular, X embeds in A@ A.) As above, A has indecom- 
posable lattices of each of these ranks. 
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(iii) If p = 2 and g ~2, then either rank(X) is one of the above ranks, or 
rank(X) is one of (1,2, l), (1,1,2), or (2,2,2). (In particular, X embeds in 
ACBA.) As above, A has indecomposable lattices of each of these ranks. 
(iv) If p > 2 and g = 2, then either rank(X) is one of the above ranks, or 
rank(X) is one of (2,2, l), (2, 1,2), (2,3, l), or (2,1,3). (In particular, X 
embeds in A ‘83 A CB A.) As above, A has indecomposable lattices of each of these 
ranks. 
(v) If p >2 and g 2 3, then either rank(X) is one of the above ranks, or 
rank(X) is one of (2,3,2), (L&3), (3,3,2), (3,2,3), (2,4.2), (2,2,4), 
(4,4,2), or (4,2,4). (In particular, X embeds in A@A@A@A.) As above, A 
has indecomposable lattices of each of these ranks. 
Proof. If g = 1, then the p-adic completion of the quotient field of R is again a 
field. In this case, it follows from [2, Theorem 30.181 that indecomposable 
A-lattices remain indecomposable at the p-adic completion. Parts (ij and (ii) then 
follow from Proposition 3.1. 
Next we show that there exist appropriate indecomposable lattices of each of 
the ranks indicated for cases (iii) through (v). 
Suppose, first, that p = 2 and g z 2, and write 2R = VI . !J3\2 . . . . . qn. Clearly A 
has indecomposable lattices of each of the ranks listed in (i). By a slight abuse of 
notation, we can define the A*,-lattice X, = (1, 1, 1) @ (1, 0,O). (That is, X, is the 
direct sum of an indecomposable A,, -lattice of rank (1 , 1, 1) and an indecompos- 
able &,-lattice of rank (l,O, O).) Similarly, we can define the AVL-lattice 
X, = (1, 0, 1) 69 (1, 1,O). By Proposition 3.2 there exists a A-lattice X such that 
X,, z X, and X,? z X2, and it follows from Corollary 3.3 that X is an indecom- 
posable A-lattice of rank (2, 1, 1). Analogous constructions yield indecomposable 
A-lattices of ranks (1,2,1) and (1, 1,2). Similarly, by Proposition 3.2, there 
exists an indecomposable A-lattice Y with completions Y>r; g (1, 1, 1) @ (1, 1, 1) 
and YsL: =‘(1, I,O)@(I,O, I)@(O, 1, I), so that, by Corollary 3.3, Y is an in- 
decomposable A-lattice of rank (2,2,2). This completes the proof that, if p = 2 
and g 2 2, then A has indecomposable lattices of each of the ranks listed in (i) 
through (iii). 
Suppose, next, that p > 2 and g = 2, and write pR = ‘Is, . !jJT. Then each of the 
above constructions work for A in this case. In addition, we can find an 
indecomposable A-lattice X of rank (2,2, 1) such that XV s (2,1, 1) @ (0, 1,O) 
and Xx< z (1, 1, 1) @ (1, l(O). (Of course, a similar con&uction will yield an 
indecomposable A-lattice of rank (2,1,2).) Similarly, we can find an indecompos- 
able A-lattice Y of rank (2,3,1) such that XV, z (2, 1, l)@(O, l,O)@(O, 1,O) 
and X% =(l, l,O)@(l, l,O)@(O, 1,l). (Ag,’ am, a similar construction will yield 
an indeiomposable A-lattice of rank (2,1,3).) This completes the proof that, if 
p > 2 and g = 2, then A has indecomposable lattices of each of the ranks listed in 
(i) through (iv). 
Finally, suppose that p > 2 and g 2 3, and write pR = ?$, .$*I. V3. , . . “J3g. 
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Again, each of the above constructions work for A in this case. As above, we can 
find an indecomposable A-lattice X of rank (2,3,2) such that 
ril,, =(2,1,1)CIS(o, l,l)@(O, 1,O) ) 
~,,~(1,1,1)~(1,1,1)~(0,1,0), 
and 
&+‘(l, l,l)CB(l, l,O)$(O, 1,l) 
(and similarly for the rank (2,2,3)). W e can find an indecomposable A-lattice Y 
of rank (3,3,2) such that 
Y$& =(2,1,1)CB(o, l,l)@(l, l,O), 
lp(l, l,l)@(l, l,l)$(l, l,O), 
and 
~*3=(2,1,1)CB(1, l,l)@(O, 1,O) 
(and similarly for the rank (3,2,3)). We can find an indecomposable A-lattice 2 
of rank (4,4,2) such that 
~,,~(2,1,1)~(2,1,1)~(0,1,0)~(0,1,0), 
.&=(l,L l)@(l, l,l)$(l, l,O)@(l, 1,O)) 
and 
i,z=(2.1,1)@(o, l,l)@(l, l,O)@(l, 170) 
(and similarly for the rank (4,2,4)). Finally, we can find an indecomposable 
A-lattice W of rank (2,4,2) such that 
bvv,=(2, l,l)@(O, l,l>@(O, l,O)@(O, l,O), 
~~,=(1,1,1)CE9(1,1,1)~(0,1,0)~(0, f,O), 
and 
~~,=(l,l,o)@(l, l,O>@(O, l,l)CB(O, l,l), 
(and similarly for the rank (2,2,4)). This completes the proof that, if p > 2 and 
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g 2 3, then A has indecomposable lattices of each of the ranks listed in (i) through 
(v). 
To complete the proof, we show that, if p > 2 and g 2 3, then the ranks listed in 
(i) through ( ) v are the only possible ranks of indecomposable A-lattices. 
leave as a tedious but straightforward exercise the verification that, if p = 2, 
A has no indecomposable lattices with ranks as in (iv) or (v), while if g = 2, 
A has no indecomposable lattices with ranks as in (v).) The proof of (v) is a 





Step 1. We claim that, if the A-lattice X has rank (r, r, r) for some integer r 2 2, 
then X contains a summand of rank (2,2,2). 
By Corollary 3.3, it suffices to prove the claim for the A* -lattice Xi = XV of 
rank (r, r, r). The proof is by induction on r. The case r = 2 is’of course trivial, so 
suppose that r > 2. If X, contains a (not necessarily indecomposable) summand of 
rank (1, 1, l), then it contains a complementary summand of rank (r - 1, r - 1, 
r - l), so that, by induction, it contains a summand of rank (2,2,2). 
Thus, suppose that X, contains no summand of rank (1, I, 1). If X, contains a 
(not necessarily indecomposable) summand of rank (2, 1, l), then a complemen- 
tary summand of rank (r - 2, r - 1, r - 1) must also contain an indecomposable 
summand of rank (a, b, c) in which b > a. Checking the list of ranks of indecom- 
posable summands of A, -lattices given in Proposition 3.1, we see that this 
summand must contain an indecomposable summand of rank (0, 1,l) or (0, 1,O). 
If it contains an indecomposable summand of rank (0, 1, l), then it contains a 
summand of rank (2,2,2), and we are done. Otherwise, it must also contain a 
summand of rank (a, b, c) in which c > a, so, since it contains no indecomposable 
summand of rank (0, 1, 1). it must contain a summand of rank (O,O, l), and we 
are done. Thus, if X, contains a (not necessarily indecomposable) summand of 
rank (1, 1,1) or rank (2,1, l), then it must contain a summand of rank (2,2,2). 
Suppose , then, that X, contains no summands of rank (1, 1,l) or (2,1,1); we 
show that this assumption leads to a contradiction. Suppose that X, contains a 
summand of rank (1, 1,O). Then it cannot contain a summand of rank (O,O, 1) 
(since it contains no summand of rank (1, 1, l)), and it cannot contain a summand 
of rank (l,O, 1) ( . since it contains no summand of rank (2,1,1)). So, the only 
indecomposable summands of X, of nonzero rank in the third coordinate must be 
of rank (0, l,l). But since X, contains a summand of rank (1, 1, 0), this implies 
that the rank in the second coordinate must be larger than that in the third 
coordinate, contradicting the fact that X, has rank (r, r, r). Similarly, if X, 
contains a summand of rank (1, 0, l), we get a contradiction. Thus, the only 
indecomposable summands of X, of nonzero rank in the first coordinate must be 
of rank (1, 0,O). As argued above, Xi must contain either an indecomposable 
summand of rank (0, 1,l) or indecomposable summands of rank (0, 1,O) and 
(0, 0, l), either of which leads to a summand of rank (1, 1, l), contrary to 
assumption. 
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This completes the proof of Step I. Note that we have shown that, if X is 
indecomposable of rank (Y, Y, r), then X has rank (1, 1, 1) or (2,2,2), both of 
which are on the list of acceptable ranks in (i) through (v) above. 
Step 2. We claim that, if X is a A-lattice of rank (a, b, c), and if one or more of a, 
b, or c is 0, then X contains a summand whose rank is one of (1, 0, 0), (0, I, 0), 
(O,O, l), (1,1,(l), (l,O, l), or (O,l, 1). 
The proof is straightforward. For example, if a = 0 but h > 0 and c > 0, then as 
above, for each index i, X\, must contain either an indecomposable summand of 
rank (0, 1, 1) or indecomposable summands of rank (0, 1,0) and (0, 0, 1). Either 
way, by the Corollary 3.3, X contains a summand of rank (0, 1,l). Thus, if X is 
indecomposable of rank (a, b, c), and if one or more of a, 0, or c is 0, then the 
rank of X must be one of (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, l), (1, 1, 0), (1, 0, l), or 
(0, 1, I). 
Step 3. We claim that, if X is a A-lattice of rank (u. b, c) such that a < b and 
a < c, then X contains a summand of rank (0, 1, 1). 
As above, since a < b and a < c, for each index i, X, must contain either an 
indecomposable summand of rank (0, 1,l) or indecomposable summands of rank 
(0, 1,0) and (O,O, 1). Either way. by Corollary 3.3, X contains a summand of 
rank (0, 1, 1). Thus, if X is indecomposable of rank (a, b, c) with a < b and a < c, 
then X has rank (0, 1, 1). 
Step 4. We claim that, if X is a n-lattice of rank (a, 6, c) such that a > b > 0 and 
a > c > 0, then X contains a summand of rank (2,1, 1). 
As above, it suffices to prove the claim for each completion X, = X*,. Suppose, 
by way of contradiction, that, for some index i, X, did not contain a (decompos- 
able or indecomposable) summand of rank (2, 1, 1). If X, also contained no 
summand of rank (1, 0, 0), then, since a > b and a > c, X, would have to contain 
summands of rank (1, 1,O) and (1, 0, l), contradicting the fact that X, contains no 
summand of rank (2, 1, 1). Thus, X, must contain a summand of rank (l,O. 0), 
and hence a complementary summand of rank (u - 1, b, c). If a ~ I> b and 
a - 1 > c, then by induction on a we get that X, contains a summand of rank 
(2, 1, l), contradicting our assumption. Thus, we can assume that u - 1 = b 2 c. 
(The case where a - 1 = c 2 b is of course symmetric.) Arguing as above, if b > c, 
then the complementary summand of rank (b, b, c) must contain either an 
indecomposable summand of rank (1, 1,O) or indecomposable summands of rank 
(1, 0,O) and (0, 1, 0), since it contains no summand of rank (2, 1,l). Thus this 
complementary summand itself contains a summand of rank (b - 1, b - 1, c) so 
that, by induction on b, it contains a summand of rank (c, c, c). We must have 
c > 1, since X, contains no summand of rank (2, 1, l), and hence by Step 1 above, 
X, must contain a summand of rank (2,2,2). But this summand of rank (2,2,2) 
cannot contain a summand of rank (2, 1, l), so that, by a simple argument, it 
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must contain a summand of rank (1, 1, 1). Therefore, X, must contain a summand 
of rank (2,1, l), the final contradiction. This completes the proof of Step 4. 
Note that Steps 2 and 4 together show that, if X is indecomposable of rank 
(a, b, c) with a > b and a > c, then X has rank (2, 1,1) or (1, 0,O). 
Step 5. Combining the results of Steps 1 through 4, if X is an indecomposable 
A-lattice of rank (a, b, c), then the theorem is proven in case a = b = c, or if any 
of a, b, or c is 0, or if a < b and a < c, or if a > b and a > c. Thus we assume, for 
the remainder of the proof, that X is a n-lattice of rank (a, b, c) in which 
0 < c I a 5 b and such that a # b or a # c. (Given the list of indecomposable 
lattices over the completion &,, the argument is clearly symmetric in the case 
where 0 < b i a % c.) In this step, we assume that 0 < c < a = b, and we claim 
that X has a summand of rank (2,2, l), (3,3,2). or (4,4,2). 
First suppose that X, = X%, is a completion of X that does not contain a 
summand of rank (2,2,1). As our first ‘subclaim’ we claim that X, consists of the 
direct sum of c/2 summands of rank (2.2,2) with a - c summands of rank 
(1, 1.0). (Note that this implies that c is even.) 
The proof of the first subclaim is by induction on a + b + c. If X, contains a 
summand of rank (2, 1, l), then by assumption, a complementary summand 
contains no summand of rank (0, 1.0). Since b = a, it must contain a summand of 
rank (0, 1, l), and hence X, must contain a summand of rank (2,2,2). If c > 2, 
then the subclaim follows by induction, using the complementary summand of 
rank (a - 2, a - 2, c - 2). If c = 2, then X, contains a complementary summand of 
rank (a - 2, a - 2,0), with a - 2 > 0, and an easy induction on a - 2 shows that 
this summand is the direct sum of a - 2 lattices each of rank (1, 1,O). 
Suppose, then, that X, contains no summand of rank (2,1, I), either. Since 
a > c, X, must contain a summand of rank (1, 1,O) or a summand of rank 
(1, 0.0). Suppose that it contains a summand of rank (1, 1, 0), so that it also 
contains a complementary summand of rank (u - 1, a - 1, c). If a - 1 > c, then 
the subclaim follows by induction, using the summand of rank (a - 1, a - 1, c). If 
a - 1 = c, then by Step 1, the summand of rank (c, c, c) is a direct sum of 
summands of rank (2,2,2) with summands of rank (1, 1,l). Since X, contains a 
summand of rank (1, 1,O) but none of rank (2,2, l), it contains no summand of 
rank (1, 1, l), and again the subclaim follows by induction. 
Finally, suppose that X, has no summand of rank (2,2, l), (2, 1, l), or (1, 1,O). 
Since a > c, X, must contain a summand of rank (1, 0, 0), but since b > c also, X, 
must contain a summand of rank (0, 1, 0), contradiction. This completes the proof 
of the first subclaim. (Note that it follows that, if X, contains no summand of rank 
(2,2, l), then it must have a summand of rank (3,3,2).) 
Suppose that X, = X<*, is a completion of X that contains no summand of rank 
(3,3,2), and suppose that c is even. As our second ‘subclaim’ we claim that 
a > c + 1 and that X, contains a summand of rank (4,4,2). By the previous 
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subclaim, X, must contain a summand of rank (2,2, l), so that it contains a 
complementary summand of rank (a - 2, a - 2, c - 1). If a - 2 = c - 1, then since 
c - 1 is odd, by Step 1 this summand would contain a summand of rank (1 , 1, 1)) 
so that X, would contain a summand of rank (3,3,2), contrary to hypothesis. 
Thus a - 2 > c - 1 (and hence a > c + 1). Again by the previous subclaim, since 
c - 1 is odd, this summand of rank (a - 2, a - 2, c - 1) must contain a summand 
of rank (2,2, l), from which the second subclaim follows. 
We are now ready to prove the claim. Suppose that X contains no summand of 
rank (2,2, 1) or of rank (3,3,2). Using Corollary 3.3, by the first subclaim, c is 
even, and by the second subclaim, a > c + 1. Consider a completion X, = XV . By 
the first subclaim, if X, contains no summand of rank (2,2, l), then it contams a 
summand of rank (4,4,2). On the other hand, as in the proof of the second 
subclaim, if X, contains a summand of rank (2,2, l), then it contains a com- 
plementary summand of rank (a - 2, a - 2, c - l), and, by the first subclaim, 
since a - 2 > c - 1 and c - 1 is odd, this summand contains a summand of rank 
(2,2, 1) also. Thus, by Corollary 3.3, X contains a summand of rank (4,4,2). 
This completes the proof of Step 5. Note that we have shown that, if X is 
indecomposable of rank (a, a, c) with a > c > 0, then X has rank (2,2, l), 
(3,3,2), or (4,4,2), all of which are on the list of acceptable ranks in (i) through 
(v) above. 
Step 6. Suppose that X is a A-lattice of rank (a, 6, c) in which 0 < c = a < 6; we 
claim that X has a summand of rank (1,2, l), (2,3,2), or (2,4,2). 
First suppose that X, = XV, is a completion of X that does not contain a 
summand of rank (1,2,1). As a ‘subclaim’ we claim that X, consists of the direct 
sum of u/2 summands of rank (2,2,2) with b - a summands of rank (0, 1,O). 
(Note that this implies that a is even.) The proof is similar to that of the first 
subclaim of Step 5. Since X, contains no summand of rank (1,2,1) it cannot 
contain both a summand of rank (1, 1,O) and a summand of rank (0, 1,l). Since 
b > a = c, clearly X, must contain a summand of rank (0, 1,O). By induction on 
b - a, it follows that X, consists of the direct sum of b - a summands of rank 
(0, 1,0) with a summand of rank (a, a, u). From Step 1, it follows that this 
summand is the direct sum of summands of rank (2,2,2) with summands of rank 
(1, 1, 1). Since X, contains a summand of rank (0, 1,O) but none of rank (1,2, l), 
it cannot have a summand of rank (1, l,l). This proves the subclaim. 
Now suppose that X contains no summand of rank (1,2,1). By the Corollary 
3.3 and the above subclaim, a must be even. There are two cases to consider here. 
Suppose, first, that b > a + 1. For each completion X, that contains no summand 
of rank (1,2, l), the subclaim shows that X, contains a summand of rank (2,4,2). 
On the other hand, each completion Xi that contains a summand of rank (1,2,1) 
must also contain a complementary summand of rank (u - 1, b - 2, a - l), with 
b - 2 > a - 1, and a - 1 odd. By the subclaim above, this summand must also 
contain a summand of rank (1,2, l), so that X, contains a summand of rank 
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(2,4,2) in this case as well. Thus, by Corollary 3.3, X contains a summand of 
rank (2,4,2). 
Still assuming that X has no summand of rank (1,2, l), suppose that b = a + 1, 
so that X has rank (a, a + 1, a), with a even. If X, is a completion containing a 
summand of rank (0, 1, 0), then it contains a complementary summand of rank 
(a, a, a), with u 2 2. By Step 1, this summand contains a summand of rank 
(2,2,2), so that X, contains a summand of rank (2,3,2). If X, is a completion 
containing no summand of rank (0, 1, 0), then, since b > a = c, X, must contain 
summands of rank (1, 1,O) and (0, 1, l), and hence a summand of rank (1,2,1). 
Again, X, must contain a complementary summand of rank (a - 1, a - 1, a - 1) 
with a - 1 odd. By Step 1, this summand must contain a summand of rank 
(1, 1,1) (using induction and the fact that a - 1 is odd), so that X, contains a 
summand of rank (2,3,2) in this case also. Thus, by Corollary 3.3, X contains a 
summand of rank (2,3,2). 
This completes the proof of Step 6. Note that we have shown that, if X is 
indecomposable of rank (a, b, a) with b > a >O, then X has rank (1,2, l), 
(2,3,2), or (2,4,2), all of which are on the list of acceptable ranks in (i) through 
(v) above. 
Step 7. We can now assume that X is a A-lattice of rank (a, b, c) in which 
0 < c < a < b. In this step, we assume in addition that b > c + 2, so that b > a + 1 
or a > c + 1. We claim that X contains a summand of rank (2,3, 1). 
By Corollary 3.3, it suffices to prove the claim for the A,,-lattice X, = X1< of 
rank (n, b, c). The proof is by induction on c. Suppose, first, that c = 1. If X, 
contains a summand of rank (2, 1, l), then it contains a complementary summand 
of rank (a-2,b-1,O). But b>u implies that b-lz(u-2)+2, so that this 
complementary summand must contain a summand of rank (0,2,0), and hence Xi 
contains a summand of rank (2,3, 1). Similarly, if X, contains a summand of rank 
(1, 1, l), then it contains a complementary summand of rank (a - 1, b - 1,O). 
Since b - 1 > a - 1 > 0, this complementary summand must contain a summand 
of rank (1,2,0), so that X, contains a summand of rank (2,3, 1). If X, contains a 
summand of rank (0, 1, l), then it contains a complementary summand of rank 
(a, b - l,O). Since b - 1 2 a 2 2, this complementary summand must contain a 
summand of rank (2,2,0), and again X, contains a summand of rank (2,3,1). By 
a similar argument, if X, contains a summand of rank (1, 0, 1) or a summand of 
rank (O,O, l), then it contains a summand of rank (2,3, 1). Since c = 1, given the 
list of possible ranks of indecomposable A,-lattices, X, must contain a summand of 
one of the ranks (2,1, l), (1, 1, l), (0, 1, l), (1, 0, l), or (O,O, 1). Therefore, the 
proof of Step 7 is complete in the case c = 1. 
Suppose now that c > 1. If Xi contains a summand of rank (1, 1, l), (l,O, l), or 
(0, 1, l), then by induction on c, its complementary summand contains a sum- 
mand of rank (2,3,1). 
Suppose that X, contains no summand of rank (1, 1, l), (1, 0, l), or (O,O, 1) but 
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does contain a summand of rank (2, 1, l), so that it contains a complementary 
summand of rank (a-2,h-l,c-1). If a-2>c-1, then by induction on c, 
this summand contains a summand of rank (2,3, 1). Suppose, instead, that 
a - 2 = c - 1. Then, the summand of Xi of rank (2,1,1) has a complementary 
summand of rank (c - 1, b - 1, c - l), where b - 1 ~(c - 1) + 3. If this com- 
plementary summand contains a summand of rank (0,2,0), then X, contains a 
summand of rank (2,3, 1). Otherwise, since b - 12 (c - 1) + 3 and c > 1, the 
complementary summand must contain a summand of rank (2,2,0) and a 
summand of rank (0, 1, l), and hence a summand of rank (2,3,1). 
Finally, we can suppose that X, does not contain a summand of rank (1, I, l), 
(1, 0, l), (0, 0, l), or (2. 1, 1). Then it must contain a summand of rank (0, 1, l), 
and a complementary summand of rank (u, b - 1, c - 1). Since Xi contains no 
summand of rank (1, 1, l), this complementary summand contains no summand 
of rank (I, 0,O). But a > c - 1, so that it must contain a summand of rank 
(1, 1,O) and a complementary summand of rank (~7 - 1, b - 2, c - 1). Since 
a - 1 > c - 1 > 0, this complementary summand must also contain a summand of 
rank (1, l,O), so that X, contains a summand of rank (2,3, 1). 
This completes the proof of Step 7. Note that we have shown that, if X is 
indecomposable of rank (a, b, c) with 0 < c < a < b and b > c + 2, then X has 
rank (2, 3, l), which is on the list of acceptable ranks in (i) through (v) above. 
Step 8. Finally, we can suppose that X is a A-lattice of rank (c + 1, c + 2, c), 
where c > 0. 
If c = 1, then there is of course nothing to prove. 
If c = 2, we claim that X contains a summand of rank (1,2, l), and hence X is 
not indecomposable in this case. Suppose that some completion X, = 2% contains 
a summand of rank (2,1, 1). so that it contains a complementary summand of 
rank (1,3, 1). This complementary summand must contain a summand of rank 
(0, l,O), and hence a summand of rank (1,2, 1). 
Suppose, then, that X, contains no summand of rank (2,1,1). Since c + 1 > c, 
X, must contain a summand of rank (1, 1,0) or of rank (1, O,O), and hence a 
complementary summand of rank (2,3,2) or of rank (2,4,2). If this com- 
plementary summand contains a summand of rank (1, 1,0) and (0, 1, l), then we 
are done, so suppose that it does not. Then in the case of the summand of rank 
(2,3,2), it must contain a summand of rank (0, 1,O) and a complementary 
summand of rank (2,2,2). Since this complementary summand cannot contain a 
summand of rank (2, 1, 1). an easy argument shows that it must contain a 
summand of rank (1, 1, l), so that X, contains a summand of rank (1,2, 1). In the 
case of the complementary summand of rank (2,4,2), it must also contain a 
summand of rank (0, 1,O) and hence a complementary summand of rank (2,3,2), 
which we just showed must contain a summand of rank (1,2,1). By Corollary 
3.3, X must have a summand of rank (1,2, I). This completes the proof of the 
claim for c = 2. 
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If c 2 3, then we claim that X has a summand of rank (2,2,2), so that X is not 
indecomposable in this case, either. Suppose, first, that the completion X, = XV 
contains a summand of rank (2,1, l), and hence a complementary summand of 
rank (c - 1, c + 1, c - 1). If this complementary summand contains a summand of 
rank (0, 1, I), then Xi contains a summand of rank (2,2,2). Otherwise, since 
c + 1 > c - 1, this summand must contain a summand of rank (0,2,0) and a 
complementary summand of rank (c - 1, c - 1, c - 1). Since c - 1~ 2, by Step 1 
this summand contains a summand of rank (2,2,2). 
Suppose, then, that X, contains no summand of rank (2, 1, 1). If it contains a 
summand of rank (1, 1, 0), then it contains a complementary summand of rank 
(c, c + 1, c), but it contains no summand of rank (1, 0,l). If the summand of rank 
(c, c + 1. c) contains a summand of rank (0, 1, 0), then it contains a com- 
plementary summand of rank (c, c, c), and so it contains a summand of rank 
(2,2,2), by Step 1. Otherwise, it must contain summands of rank (1, 1,0) and 
(0, 1, l), and hence a complementary summand of rank (c - 1, c - 1, c - l), so 
that again it contains a summand of rank (2,2,2), by Step 1. 
Finally, suppose that X, does not contain a summand of rank (2,1,1) or 
(1, l,O). Since c + 1 > c, it must contain a summand of rank (1, 0,O) and hence a 
complementary summand of rank (c, c + 2, c). Since c + 2 > c and this summand 
cannot contain a summand of rank (1, 1, 0), it must contain a summand of rank 
(0,2,0), and hence a complementary summand of rank (c, c, c). Again, by Step 
1, X, must contain a summand of rank (2,2,2). By Corollary 3.3, X must have a 
summand of rank (2,2,2). 
This completes the proof of the claim for c 2 3, and hence Step 8 is finished. 
Clearly Steps 1 through 8 handle all possible cases, which completes the proof 
of (v) and hence of the whole theorem. 0 
Since, for any odd prime p, there exists an integer II relatively prime to p such 
that p.Z( {,,) splits as the product of three or more prime ideals, we get the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 3.6. For any odd prime p, there exists an abelian group G such that Z,G 
has finite representation type, and such that Z,G has an indecomposable lattice 
which can be embedded in Z,,G”’ but not in Z P GC3’. 17 
4. Two examples 
Example 4.1. Given a positive integer n, in this example we construct a 
nonabelian group G such that, for some prime p, Z,)G has finite representation 
type, but Z,]G has an indecomposable lattice that cannot be embedded as a 
sublattice of Z,JG”“. (Note that this example is a counterexample to an erroneous 
claim in the remark in [7, p. 711.) 
By [2, Theorem 33.61. the integral group ring Z,>G has finite representation 
type if and only if the p-Sylow subgroup of G is cyclic of order at most p2. Choose 
primes q and Y such that Y > 2 and q > II + 1, and (using Dirichlet’s Theorem), 
choose a prime p such that qrI( p - 1). Then there exists a nonabelian group H of 
order pq. (This follows immediately from the fact that, if P is a cyclic group of 
order p, then the automorphism group Aut(P) is itself cyclic of order p - 1, so 
that P has an automorphism of order q.) Let G = H x C,, where C, is a cyclic 
group of order Y. Since /GI =pqr, it follows that Z,>G has finite representation 
type. 
By [7, Theorem 3.101, Z,,G embeds as an order in 
where C, is a cyclic group of order q, and Q( i;,)~ C, and Q( <,,)a C, denote skew 
group ulgebrm (see [7, Notation 3.21). In fact. let A be the pullback of the maps 
where Z,,( [,,,) 0 C, is a skew group order in the algebra Q( cl”)o C,. (It follows 
from [7, Corollary 4.101, that z’,(<,,,-)oCJ(p) ~~,,(~~)~(p)~~,,(i,,.)~(p).) 
Then by [7, Theorem 3.101, A is a direct summand of the group ring Z,,G. We 
construct an indecomposable A-lattice that cannot be embedded as a sublattice of 
A(‘Jm2), which will complete the example. 
Let us set R = Z,,( 5,); clearly A is an R-order. Moreover, since r)( p - l), by [2, 
Proposition 4.341 it follows that the prime p splits completely in R. That is, 
pR = q,. . :qr_,, where Y - 1 2 2, by assumption. Thus, the p-adic completion 
of 11 splits as the direct sum of the $$,-adic completions, 1 zj 5 Y - 1. In addition, 
each of the primes ‘@, split completely in Z,,( i,,.) = R( <,). (Again, this follows 
becauseq[(p-l).)Letuswrite~,R(i,)=~,...:C,~,.(Weshallnotneedto 
factor the other $,R(&‘,).) 
Let X, be the /&;-lattice constructed as follows. The completion d( [(/;,>%, is
isomorphic to the direct sum of completions @:I: R( <c,)c,r. By [7, Corollary 
4.121, for each index k, lsksq-I, there exists an indecomposable 
& l,I,)‘li, 0 C,-lattice V, such that there is an indecomposable Jf&,-lattice L, 
consisting of the pullback of R( &)c,--r and V, mapping onto a simple &,-module. 
Let X, = L, G3...@ L,_, G9(i?i,,)‘“-“. 
For each index j, 2 5 j 5 r - 1, let X, be the _A, -lattice constructed as follows. 
By 17. Corollary 4.121, there exists an indecomposable f, (l,?;,,)~ C,-lattice W, 
such that there is an indecomposable & -lattice M, consisting of the pullback of 
d,, and W, mapping onto a simple &,-module. Let X, = R( i,),, @ Mi”-I). 
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By [7, Corollary 4.41, there exists a A-lattice N such that fii, s X, for each 
index j, 1 5 j 5 r - 1. (Note that rank(Q( i;). N) = q - 1, rank(b( SC,,). N) = 1, 
and rank( Q( <,“) 0 C, . N) = q - 1.) A straightforward argument shows that N is 
indecomposable, and clearly N cannot be embedded as a sublattice of A(4mr’. 
Example 4.2. Given a positive integer II, in this example we construct an abelian 
group G such that the integral group ZG has finite representation type, but ZG 
has an indecomposable lattice that cannot be embedded as a sublattice of 
zG’2”-l) 
By [2, Theorem 33.61, the integral group ring ZG has finite representation type 
if and only if every Sylow subgroup of G is cyclic of at most prime-squared order. 
For this example, let G be a cyclic group of order pf . . . pf2, where p, , . . , p,, are 
distinct, odd primes. From Proposition 2.1, it follows that ZG embeds as an order 
in @, Q(L), h w ere m ranges over all divisors of pt. . . pz. 
For each integer j, 15 j 5 n, let rj = p; . . . pf , and set r,) = 1. Fixing an integer 
i, 1 5 i 5 n, let A, denote the special quasi-triad constructed from the localizations 
Z,,& ,), z,(i,,_,,J and Z,,(Y,,. ,,& as in Corollary 2.6. Note that A, is a 
summand of the localization Z,,G. Clearly we can find a Z,,G-lattice X, such that, 
for each integer j, 1% j < n, rank(Q( 4’,,_,). X,) = 2”-‘+I and rank(Q( ir,_,,,,). 
X,) = 2)1p’, while for all other divisors m of ICI, rank(Q( l,,,). X,) = 0. (Thus, 
rank(Q( ir,_, ,I; ). X,) = rank(Q( cr,). X,) = 2”-‘.) Moreover, if p;L( <,, ,) = 
‘$3, . , . $q3,, then the p,-adic completion of Ai splits as the direct sum of the 
‘q,-adic completions, 1 5 k 5 g. Using Proposition 3.1, we assume, in addition, 
that each q,_-adic completion (A,),L . X, is the direct sum of 2”-’ indecomposable 
(A,),l-lattices, each of rank (2, 1, 1). (This agrees with the above assumption that 
rank(Q(~~,~,).X,)=2”-‘+‘=2.2”~’ and rank(Q([,,_,,J,)~X,)=rank(Q(~,,_,,12). 
X,) = 2,-l.) 
Since the ranks of the lattices X,, as i ranges from 1 to II, are all the same, by 
[12, Theorem 4.221 there exists a ZG-lattice M such that the localization M,, g X, 
for each index i. By an easy induction argument and the construction of M given 
above, it follows that M is an indecomposable lattice. Moreover, rank (Q( i,,,) . 
M) = rank( Q( i;,,> . X, ) = 2”, so that M does not embed as a sublattice of 
ZG’*“-I). (We write Q( i,,,), instead of just Q, to emphasize the fact that Q( l,,,) is 
a summand of the ring QG G @,, Q( J,,).) 
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